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SEPTEMBER is traditionally
the time when many opera
companies and orchestras re-
turn to their home cities from
Aix, Salzburg, Tanglewood,
and countless other summer
festivals.

This rentree is also marked
(on both sides of the Atlantic)
by the return of worries about
how classical music is f i-
nanced.

American symphonic life is
Euro-centric in almost every
respect except for its funding.

Whereas most Americans
depend upon tax-deductible
private donations and box of-
fice receipts to finance live
classical music, Europeans
prefer direct government sup-
port for the arts.

Ironically, while arts advo-
cates in the United States have
long argued for adoption of the
“European model” — which
has produced a rich and var-
ied artistic life for Europeans
— Europe is being forced to
change its system of support
to one that depends more on
private money and the box of-
fice.

Unfortunately, Europe’s
system of direct government
financial support is falling vic-
tim to Europe’s slow economic
growth and budget deficits.

Particularly for those coun-
tries that have adopted the
euro, government spending on
the arts will be constrained for
some time by the requirement
that fiscal deficits be kept to 3
percent of GDP.

Performing arts advocates
in Europe point to the US
where, among other things,
music directors of even major
orchestras are now expected to
fully participate in fundraising
activities and be active in the
local community on their or-
chestras’ behalf.

The same thing, they fear,
will happen in Europe. Some
conductors, not wanting to
carry a tin cup as they wave
their batons, have rejected im-
portant posts in the US for this
reason, feeling that it would
interfere with their art.

Daniel Barenboim is ru-
mored to have left the Chicago
Symphony Orchestra in part
because he objected to the
fundraising demands that were
being made of him.

But US experience shows
that getting artistic leaders to
participate in fundraising need
not be bad for the artistic side
of the job.

Michael Tilson Thomas in

San Francisco, for example,
has  combined effec t ive
fundraising and artistic lead-
ership to propel the San Fran-
cisco Symphony to the top
rank of US orchestras.

It also should be reassuring
to Europeans, who are con-
cerned that greater reliance on
private money necessarily
means conservative program-
ming, that the San Francisco
Symphony has one of the most
adventuresome repertoires in
the US.

If the audience has progres-
sive tastes, private money and
innovative programming are
entirely compatible.

A corollary is that public
money makes it possible for
adventuresome programming,
even if audience tastes run to
the conservative side.

Cheap is not good
This is one reason perform-

ing artists in Europe like pub-
lic money — it liberates them
from a diet of only Beethoven
and Mozart.

Moreover, the audience may
come to appreciate an adven-
turesome repertoire the more
it becomes exposed to it.

Of course, with reduced
public spending on the per-
forming arts, not only will
there be greater reliance on
private money, but ticket
prices will have to rise as well.

Some argue that this is a bad
thing, because they prefer
queuing to the price system
and fear that higher prices will
compromise future audiences
by excluding young people.

But cheap prices for the per-
forming arts do not solve the
thorny problem of access for
youth.

First, youth may not take ad-
vantage of cheap tickets to the
extent that they are not inter-
ested in going to hear live clas-
sical music at any price.

Second, even if they do want
to go, they may not be able to
get seats, which often are not
available because subscrip-
tions stay in the same hands
year after year.

What good are cheap prices,
which serve mainly to subsi-
dize the same subscription
holders, if there are no seats?
If a taste for classical music is
to be subsidized, some more
targeted subsidies should be
preferred to cheap prices.

(The author is a senior fel-
low at the Hoover Institution,
Stanford University. The
views are his own. Copy-
right: Project Syndicate.)
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Do you have an opinion?

Other actors get lion’s
share from China trade

Shaun Breslin

CHINA is clearly important
and very significant in today’s
world, but some of the exag-
gerated understandings of
China as an inevitable super-
power soon and an engine of
the global economy now are
mistaken.

Nowadays, the vision of
China as the economic power
and a challenge to the global
order is common. Plenty of
people refer to China as al-
ready having great power in
the global political economy,
or say China will necessarily
and inevitably assume this
role.

Yet, if you read another set
of literature, you see a China
where there are many prob-
lems if not crises: Growth of
the urban poor, lack of a so-
cial safety net for millions, and
so on.

The key issue is that while
growth is a quantitative issue,
development is more qualita-
tive. Growth does not neces-
sarily lead to development.

There has been an assump-
tion that China “will” follow
the path of progression up the
value chain. Well, China prob-
ably will — but not if people
just assume it will.

The conception of China as
a threat is also much more evi-
dent in the United States than
it is in Europe. The majority
of the literature predicting a
future Chinese superpower
c h a l l e n g i n g  U S  p owe r
emerges from writers based in
the US, largely intending to
influence US policy makers.

I suggest that this is because
there is a wide-scale accep-
tance in Europe that there is
little we can do to change the
evolution of China’s future.

But in the US, policy could
matter, hence perhaps the in-
tensity of competition to influ-
ence policy makers.

Distorted images
Images of China are also

constructed to serve specific
US interests in terms of influ-
encing policy towards China.
I know of one organization
that has different figures that
it uses depending on the audi-
ence and what it wants them
to do.

An overly stark dichotomi-
zation here would point to
those in the US who see China
as a threat — not just militar-
ily — pointing to China’s
growing GDP, trade, and in
particular, trade surplus with
the US and massive foreign
currency reserves. Others,
meanwhile, see China as an
opportunity, pointing to the
same data to prove how impor-
tant it is to engage China.

In the past at least, Chinese
authorities have not shied
away from trumpeting their
success in generating growth
and doubling, trebling and

quadrupling GDP.
Indeed, the target of raising

GDP by a factor of X was an
often and loudly proclaimed
objective of economic reform
in the first place.

It is true that this message
has been tempered when it
comes to the international
level. The message from the
Chinese leadership to the rest
of the world is:

“Yes, we are important and
becoming ever more so — but
please, don’t forget that we are
still a relatively poor and de-
veloping country, so don’t
place the obligations and ex-
pectations of a rich developed
state on us.”

An example of this dilemma
is the construction of the im-
age of China’s position in the
global trading system — yes,
we are important and signifi-
cant and should not be ignored,
but we are not the problem that
you suggest and US actors ac-
tually get far more out of US
trade with China than we do.

Although it is the last part
of the global production chain,
China is “credited” with all of
the value of the goods pro-
duced in China and exported,
even though only 10 per cent
of that value might finally re-
side in China.

And then people look at
these misleading statistics and
develop misleading conclu-
sions about “Chinese power”
in the production of these
goods.

For example, the trade sur-
plus with the United States (it
is notoriously hard to find an
agreed-upon figure) is in many
respects a trade surplus with
the rest of Asia that supplies
production in China.

It is also in many ways a hid-
den trade def icit with the
United States itself. Chinese
companies are now doing
more than just screwing things
together, packing them up and
shipping them off.

Chinese companies are oc-
cupying more of the supply
chain — but still not much,
and if we look back from here,
then one of the remarkable
things about China’s growth is
the extent to which it has been
dependent not only on money
coming in from overseas, but
also on components and sup-
plies.

It wasn’t until 1998 that the
value of exports of foreign-in-
vested enterprises actually ex-
ceeded the value of imports,
and it’s still around 86 percent
so far this year (to May — and
this is about 60 per cent of to-
tal trade).

I know this is a bit of a blunt
statistical instrument but only
6.5 percent of this is equip-
ment, the rest of it is supplies
but not just for exporting in-
dustries — still, it points in the
right direction.

China is clearly benefiting
from its position in the global

economy: Massive foreign
currency reserves, employ-
ment, some knowledge and
technology, and so on.

But nowhere nearly as much
as aggregation approaches and
headline figures would sug-
gest.

Perhaps not as much as con-
sumers in the West who are
paying less for goods than they
were 5 or even 10 years ago.

Certainly not as much as the
companies that have closed
their old factories in the expen-
sive developed world and
moved their production.

If we want to keep nations
as the unit of analysis, then we
need to be much more nuanced
and consider how the post-
fordist production process re-
sulted in a highly fragmented
process spanning many differ-
ent countries.

Is it China that is leading the
way, for example, in the pro-
duction of TVs and computers
or even training shoes?

Or is China still largely the
conduit through which money
and technology from other
countries is processed (and
much more of it has its roots
in the United States than the

bilateral figures can show us,
but that would take another
presentation)?

Is China the engine of glo-
bal growth, or is China depen-
dent on both the supply of
money from elsewhere and the
demand for goods elsewhere?

Is the engine still where it
used to be — but perhaps fu-
elled now in a different way?

But to be honest, I think the
focus on states as actors is mis-
placed.

Is it China that’s leading or
the United States? The aggre-
gate GDPism approach based
on the state as the unit of
analysis simply does not cap-
ture the importance of non-
state actors.

Let’s re-embed the study of
China’s global role in the do-
m e s t i c ,  a n d  n o t  t r e a t
transnational production net-
works as international.

(The author is professor of
politics of University of
Warwick , UK. This  i s
adapted from his speech at
the Second World Forum on
China Studies held by the
Shanghai Academy of Social
Sciences last week.)
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The China cake
— a market for everyone

Although it is the last part of the global
production chain, China is “credited”

with all of the value of the goods
produced in China and exported.
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